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‘The greater
your storm,
the brighter
your rainbow’

O

n July 8 and 9, record amounts of rain were
received in the KEM Electric Cooperative
service area. Amber Wheeler, meteorologist
for KXMB TV, reported Linton received 5.50 inches
in 24 hours. Tim Dockter, KEM’s manager of
member services, reported the co-op experienced
only a few sporadic outages with this storm. Moisture
totals vary from summer to summer — and it can be
feast or famine. Our hearts are with our area farmers
and ranchers, and our linemen, who respond to
Mother Nature’s challenges. Cally Peterson, editor
of the North Dakota Living magazine and KEM
member, snapped this treasure of a photo from her
porch in Kidder County after the rain. If the weather
caused hardship in your neck of the woods, we hope
you were blessed with an exceptional rainbow.
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Celebrating KEM’s 75th anniversary with members following the co-op’s annual
meeting (from left), KEM Board Directors Neil Meidinger and Carter Vander Wal
served cake and ice cream, along with Lead Lineman/Staking Technician Dale Nagel
and Data/Communications Analyst Lisa Rossow. Director Carmen Essig can be
seen in the background.

KEM celebrates 75th
anniversary at annual meeting
BY CARMEN DEVNEY

K

EM Electric Cooperative held
its annual meeting at Linton
Public School on June 20.
More than 170 members registered
for the meeting and enjoyed a
complimentary roast beef dinner
served by Deb Schumacher. The
invocation was given by Rev. Richard
Cook of First Baptist Church in
Linton. American Legion Post #54
presented the Color Guard. Caleb
Blaze of Linton sang the National
Anthem. Children’s activities were
provided by Deann Larson and
the Southern Stars 4-H club from
Emmons County. Robert Black,
administrator for Linton Hospital,
welcomed members and noted the
cooperative’s 75th anniversary,
stating the Rural Electrification
Administration and KEM improved
the quality of life for people during
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some very hard times. He thanked
the linemen for maintaining and
strengthening the power system,
and compared the co-op to the
hospital, saying they both continue
to improve the quality of life in the
area. Linton Hospital was recently
named one of the top 20 rural critical
access hospitals in America by the
National Rural Health Association.
KEM Board Chairman Victor
“Chuck” Wald called the annual
meeting to order. The theme was,
“Inspired by innovation. Driven by
service.” It reflects the ever-evolving
technology and practices of the
electric utility industry, and the everchanging needs of the cooperative’s
member-owners.
The membership fulfilled
Cooperative Principle #2, democratic
member control, by voting. The
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directors whose tenure of office
expired were Dean Hummel, an
at-large representative from Hague,
and Neil Meidinger, a District
3 candidate from Zeeland. In a
unanimous motion, members agreed
to re-elect Hummel and Meidinger.
Mike Knoll, chairman of the
Operation Round Up program,
noted what the Charitable Trust
accomplished in 2018. It is a
cooperative program in which KEM
members can voluntarily choose
to round up their monthly utility
bills to the next dollar and donate
their pennies. The foundation board
members meet and disburse funds in
the form of grants. Knoll noted the
Operation Round Up board awarded
more than $3,750 this past year
to individuals, worthy non-profit
corporations, organizations and
agencies in the KEM service area.
Fifty percent of KEM’s members
participate in the Operation Round
Up program.
Members listened to cooperative
updates presented by management.
In his report to the membership,
Co-General Manager Don Franklund
noted the value of electricity is what
it helps people accomplish.
From the electric meter and
transformer outside a consumer’s
home, to the distribution lines that
lead to substations and the extensive
transmission system beyond, the
electric service network is needed to
ensure the lights turn on at the end
of the day.
“Yes, a true network of poles
and wire are needed — but more
importantly — it is the network of
people,” Franklund said. “Years ago
when I worked as a lineman, I heard
a bit of wisdom that still holds true
today. ‘Line trucks don’t fix power
lines; people do. And linemen don’t
just fix power lines; the network
of people do.’ From our billing
department to warehousing … from
engineering to communications …

KEM
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support carbon capture and storage
investment. They advocated to
protect against proposals that
aim to sell the Power Marketing
Administrations’ hydroelectric
power and transmission assets.
They also educated policymakers
on the unique benefits of the local
control, advocating for continued tax
protection of electric cooperatives,
and calling on lawmakers for
continued support of investments in
rural infrastructure.
On the state level, the 66th regular
North Dakota Legislative Assembly
began in January. More than 900
bills were introduced, and the state’s
electric cooperatives monitored 69 of
them that could have an impact on
members.
“Some of the bills we opposed
included a net-metering bill,
unrecorded easements and wind
turbine setbacks. Some of the bills
we supported included an electric
vehicle infrastructure study, the
protection of critical infrastructure
and records related to it, the
allocation of a wind generation
tax revenue, and the use of carbon
dioxide in enhanced oil recovery,”
Kupper said. “While the Assembly
adjourned in April, we continue to
advocate on behalf of our members,
and will keep you informed as we
learn more.”
Chief Financial Officer Alex
Craigmile presented the financial
report to the membership. He said
Brady, Martz & Associates, P.C.
audited the 2018 financial statements
of KEM, and presented their report
to the board of directors with an
“unmodified opinion,” the highest
opinion they can give.
Dedicated to the development
of young leaders, KEM awards
one $500 scholarship annually to a
graduating senior from each of the
high schools within its service area.
Manager of Member Services Tim
Dockter recognized the following

scholarship winners, who were
chosen by faculty members from
each respective school:
1. Abigail Petersen from
Ashley Public School
2. Cole Baumiller from
Hazelton-Moffit-Braddock
Public School
3. Morgan Dutton from
Kidder County High School
4. Billie Gross from
Linton Public School
5. McKenna Johnson from
Napoleon Public School
6. Alex Scherr from
Strasburg Public School
7. Lane Wolf from
Wishek Public School
8. Shyla Haak from
Zeeland Public School
An additional scholarship was
awarded with assistance from
Basin Electric Power Cooperative,
a generation and transmission
cooperative that provides much of
KEM’s power. The recipient was
Tanner Kempf from Ashley.
KEM also awarded one “Luck of
the Draw” scholarship to a student
who had registered for the meeting
and attended with a parent. The goal
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each step is important in providing
members with reliable electric
service. It is like a chain — only as
strong as its weakest link.”
As noted regularly in KEM’s
monthly local pages of North
Dakota Living, its quarterly
newsletter, online advertising and
Facebook, safety is the culture of the
cooperative. KEM has an aggressive
safety program to keep employees
and the general public safe.
Franklund noted the cooperative is
seeing more equipment damage due
to being struck by farm equipment.
The shortened spring planting
season due to weather meant folks
worked longer hours and into
the night.
“While we can understand folks
being in a hurry, we ask everyone to
please look around. Make sure you
are operating in a safe manner. We
don’t want anyone getting hurt,”
he said.
Franklund thanked the employees
for working hard and providing
high-quality services. He also
thanked partners in the audience
who represented the electric
cooperative network, including
Basin Electric Power Cooperative,
National Information Solutions
Cooperative, Innovative Energy
Alliance Cooperative and the
North Dakota Association of Rural
Electric Cooperatives.
“Each provides critical skills and
knowledge needed to provide reliable
electric service. Without them, we
would struggle to maintain the level
of service we provide today,” he said.
Franklund introduced Co-General
Manager Travis Kupper, who
gave legislative updates. On a
national level, electric cooperative
representatives traveled to
Washington, D.C., this spring to
meet with U.S. senators, members of
Congress and federal policymakers
to discuss a safe, secure and reliable
power supply, and policies that

In an uncontested election, Neil
Meidinger, left, and Dean Hummel
were re-elected to the board
of directors.
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of these scholarships is to encourage
the younger generation to attend,
and learn about the cooperative
business model of one member, one
vote — and to show how their voices
and votes will count. The recipient
was Raymond Vetter from Linton.
The son of KEM members Arnold
and Rosie, Raymond plans to attend
Bismarck State College and pursue a
degree in an agriculture-related field.
Dockter noted that Steven Cusey,
a home-schooled student from
Steele, was currently on the Electric
Cooperative Youth Tour. He and
delegates from across the state and
nation are learning from and about
each other while participating in
events that showcase our nation’s
rich history, U.S. government, the
cooperative business model and
rural electrification.
Dockter also highlighted the two
students who had participated in
the co-op’s safety poster coloring
contest. Participants were asked to
show, “How do you stay safe around
your home or farm when around
electricity?” Megan Van Beek was
awarded first place, and Shonda
Haak was awarded second place.
KEM thanks these two students for
sharing powerful safety messages
with families across our service area.
From energy credits and cash
to a drill set, electric skillets and
more, KEM gave away door prizes
throughout the evening. Some of the
larger prizes and winners included
$250 in cash, won by Gordon Knoll;
and a $100 energy credit, won by
Jack Horner.
The board of directors, co-general
managers and staff at KEM Electric
Cooperative wish to thank our
members for participating in the
annual meeting of the membership,
and look forward to meeting your
electrical needs in the future. n

Josh Schaffner, energy services manager with Capital Electric Cooperative, gave
KEM Chairman Victor “Chuck” Wald information on Capital Electric's electric
vehicle, a Chevy Bolt.

Door prizes
$25 energy credit...................................................................... Edward Ackerman
$25 energy credit..................................................................... Chris Baumgartner
$25 energy credit..................................................................................Dale Bittner
$25 energy credit..................................................................................Sheila Brosy
$25 energy credit.......................................................................... Steven Huizenga
$25 energy credit..................................................................................James Nagel
$25 energy credit....................................................................................Derry Pool
$25 energy credit..............................................................................Rolland Sayler
$25 energy credit............................................................................. Edward Scherr
$25 energy credit........................................................................ Gary Schoenhard
$25 energy credit........................................................................... Pete Silbernagel
$25 energy credit............................................................................... Bonney Stroh
$25 energy credit..........................................................................Donna Van Beek
$50 energy credit.................................................................................... Bill Becker
$50 energy credit................................................................................. Troy Dutton
$100 energy credit................................................................................ Jack Horner
$250 cash............................................................................................Gordon Knoll
$300 cash.................................................................................member not present
Backpack...........................................................................................Eugene Gefroh
Beaver Valley Horse Club rodeo tickets...................................... Eugene Roesler
Blanket.................................................................................................. Jeff Magrum
Cooler...........................................................................................Curtis Nieuwsma
Extension cord..............................................................................Russell Ryckman
Flashlight....................................................................................................Tim Volk
KEM coffee mugs............................................................................Brooks Bechtle
KEM coffee mugs........................................................................ Donavon Bender
KEM coffee mugs..............................................................Herb Grentz, JT Ranch
KEM coffee mugs...............................................................................Harry Rfeifer
Milwaukee impact drill set.................................................. Lawrence Enzminger
Skillet............................................................................................... Michael Horner
Skillet..................................................................................................Virginia Moch
Skillet.................................................................................................Leonard Vetter
Skillet......................................................................................... Twyla Zimmerman
Trunk organizer....................................................................................Jerome Pool
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Don’t put

G

safetyon autopilot.
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lobal Positioning System
(GPS) technology provides
farmers with real-time,
accurate location data about a field.
But while GPS can help the driver
plant straight rows and maximize
potential, it can also give a false sense
of security. KEM Electric Cooperative
reminds our members not to put
safety on autopilot.
When farmers enter the field using
GPS, they do an outside round and set
the borders and boundaries of the field.
Then, they set the angle and straight
line, so they know the direction the GPS
will take.
If there is a slough, rock pile, fence
post or power pole in the middle of the
field, they still need to manually drive
around the hazard and set a boundary
for it, if the system allows. Once set,
less focus may be needed on steering
— but drivers still need to be aware of
navigation issues.
Farming equipment is vulnerable
to hitting power lines because of its
large size, height and extensions.
When drivers set their GPS, that
tractor is basically driving itself —
and it doesn’t always account for
structures in their field. Because the
tractor is programmed, drivers may
not be paying as much attention
as they did years ago. When they
rely on technology, it’s a lot easier
to hit something that is in their
field. Unfortunately, that’s a lot of
power poles.
Too often, people say they didn’t
see the power pole because they were
playing a game on their smartphone
or reading the newspaper. Advanced
technology like GPS is great when it
works. But it doesn’t eliminate the need

to stay alert to possible hazards and
changing conditions.
KEM encourages members to
evaluate their fields regularly, looking
for low-hanging lines when entering a
field, turning in end rows, leaving the
field and driving back to the farm.
If your equipment does make
contact with a power line, do not leave
the cab. Immediately call 911, warn
others to stay away, and wait for KEM
Electric linemen to de-energize the line.
The only reason to exit equipment
that has come into contact with
overhead lines is if the equipment is
on fire, which is very rare. However, if
this is the case, jump off the equipment

with your feet together and without
touching the ground and vehicle at the
same time. Then, still keeping your
feet together, hop to safety as you leave
the area.
To report system damage that is not
in need of immediate repair, call KEM
Electric Cooperative at 1-800-472-2673
or email safety@kemelectric.com.
If you send an email, please include
the location, your name and contact
information, and a photo if possible.
Members, your safety matters.
Working together helps ensure the
safety of all! 
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FRESH FACE IN THE FIELD
Meet KEM Journeyman Lineman Matt Craven
BY LISA ROSSOW

PHOTO BY JAKE ZINK

In July, Lineman Matt Craven trimmed
some tree branches that had grown
into overhead power lines and could
have compromised the reliability of
KEM’s power system.

M

atthew Craven is KEM’s
newest journeyman
lineman. Hired in June, he
works out of the Steele outpost.
Originally from Kalispell, Mont.,
Matt says his interest in becoming a
lineman started at a young age.
His family was involved in various
trade work, and a family friend who
was a lineman often told stories
about his work and spoke highly
of the profession. Matt had every
intention of going to line school upon
high school graduation, but a sports
injury prevented him from being able
to climb.
His hopes dashed, when he healed
enough to work, Matt began doing
home construction with a company
his father worked for until 2008. A
few years later, he became a grounds
man for the local IBEW 77. After
some time, he had saved enough
money and had the opportunity to
try line school again at Northwest
Lineman College in Boise, Idaho.
Matt did apprentice line work in
many parts of the country. When he
reached journeyman status, he was
contracting with Basin Electric Power
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Cooperative to do transmission
work. He was then hired on fulltime with Basin Electric in Williston,
and later transferred to the Mandan
office in 2016. At that time, he and
his family moved to Steele and he
began commuting.
“We really loved our neighbors and
the people in Steele,” Matt said. “It is
a very welcoming community.” Matt
added his wife Annie, and sons Gage
(11), Cooper (7), Bryce (5), and Gavin
(4) really enjoy rural living.
As a resident in Steele, Matt
eventually met KEM’s linemen who
live in Kidder County. “You could
tell the employees really had a heart
for the community,” Matt said. “They
love their job, and they had great
teamwork — even when they were
not on the job.”
That is part of why he applied for
the job when it was posted. “It says a
lot about a workplace when you have
employees like that,” he says. “Having
a brotherhood or bond is one of the
most important things in line work.”
Matt added working for a co-op
means working on behalf of your
friends and neighbors. “You are
helping people you actually know,”
he says.
Working for KEM also means
Matt gets to spend more time with
his family. “Before there was a lot of
traveling involved in my work. Being
able to be there for my family and
go fishing and hunting, and enjoy
the outdoors and the boys’ sporting
events is something I am grateful for.”
It also means a continual
opportunity to learn.
“Electricity and its uses is
constantly evolving,” Matt says.
“Everything is smarter, faster;
there is always new equipment and
innovation in the industry.”
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In reference to
learning, Matt
added retaining
the knowledge
of those who
came before you,
your coworkers
and retirees
is imperative.
Matt Craven
“What you can
learn from others is significant. When
someone retires, it is not just a loss
of a friend or coworker; it is a loss
of decades’ worth of knowledge,”
he says.
Matt says he is awestruck when he
thinks about the timeframe between
the discovery of electricity and what it
is used for today. “How quickly things
went from the discovery of a charge
to harnessing that electric energy and
the use of direct current (for such a
wide variety of things),” he says.
Matt also has a deep appreciation
for rural electric cooperatives and
how much life changed for rural
America in the 1940s when that
harnessed energy arrived. “The
immense efficiencies gained for
farmers, ranchers, families and
businesses … it was a whole new
world and way of doing things,”
he says.
One of Matt’s ancestors, a
grandfather a few generations back,
was a lineman who helped bring
electricity to rural Washington State.
“Some of the poles he put up are still
standing today,” Matt says, noting
his work as a lineman seems easier
than when compared to how the first
linemen did things.
Matt is proud to be part of such a
strong heritage of cooperation and
innovation, and says he looks forward
to serving KEM members for years
to come. n

Farm equipment
is on the move
Follow these
other tips:
• Look over work areas
carefully for overhead
power lines and utility
poles. Make sure
you, your family and
employees know the
location of overhead
power lines, and use
routes to avoid the lines
when moving equipment.
Do this every year, as
equipment sizes and soil
conditions may change.
• Be aware of increased
heights of equipment,
especially new equipment
with higher antennas.
• Avoid moving large
equipment alone. Have
someone watch as you
move equipment to
ensure you are clear of
power lines.
• Be extra careful when
working around trees
and brush; they often
make it difficult to see
power lines.

Look up and look arounD

power lines and poles may be closer than you think
For your safety, make sure you have at least
10 feet of clearance between power lines and
your combines, grain augers, balers and frontend loaders.
Farming equipment is vulnerable to hitting
power lines because of its large size, height and
extensions. Newer, larger equipment is especially
at risk.
Look for low-hanging lines when you enter and
leave a field.

Keep in mind that uneven ground and shifting soil
conditions can put you in harm’s way.
If your equipment does make contact with a power
line, do not leave the cab. Call 911, tell others to
stay away, and wait for help.
If you are a KEM Electric Cooperative member
and you see a power line issue that may
need attention, call KEM at 701-254-4666 or
email safety@kemelectric.com.
Your safety matters. Working together helps
ensure the safety of all!

What if you contact a power line?
Imagine that you are driving a combine to the field when things come to a screeching halt. You look
back to see what’s stopping you, only to discover that you’re tangled in an overhead power line! What do
you do?
• First, DON’T climb out. If your equipment does contact a power line, stay in the cab and call for
help. Warn others to stay away and wait until the electric cooperative arrives. Most utility lines
are uninsulated, bare wires. Do not let your body become a direct link between the power line and
the ground.
• If you must leave the combine due to immediate danger, such as a fire, jump as far away as you can,
making sure that no part of your body touches the combine and the ground at the same time. Land
with both feet together and hop or shuffle your feet a few inches at a time, making sure to never break
contact with the ground or cause separation between your feet.
• Once you’re off the combine, do not go back until KEM Electric Cooperative disconnects the power line.
www.kemelectric.com | KEM ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE | AUGUST 2019
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Head west FOR LESS
In partnership with the Theodore
Roosevelt Medora Foundation,
more than 10 Touchstone Energy®
Cooperatives in North Dakota have
joined forces to make vacationing
in North Dakota more affordable
for families, including KEM Electric
Cooperative. This summer, head
west to Medora, where electric
cooperative members are eligible
for a 15-percent discount off the
following reservations:
ü Tickets to the Medora Musical
ü Pitchfork Steak Fondue
ü Bully Pulpit Golf Course
Lodging at any of the following:

ü Badlands Motel
ü Elkhorn Quarters
ü Rough Riders Hotel
Members also receive 20 percent
off at the Cowboy Hall of Fame
by providing the discount code
Touch2019 at the door.
KEM members, if you are traveling
to beautiful Medora this summer,
call 1-800-MEDORA-1 to provide
the discount code Touch2019,
make reservations and receive
your savings.

One free, easy call gets your utility lines marked AND helps protect
you from injury and expense.

Safe Digging Is No Accident:
Safe Always
Digging Is NoCall
Accident:
811 Before You Dig

One free, easy call gets your utility lines marked AND helps protect
you from injury and expense.

Always Call 811 Before You Dig
Visit
811.com for more information.
Visit 811.com
for more
information.
One free,
easy
call
gets your utility lines marked AND helps protect
you from injury and expense.

Safe Digging Is No Accident:
Always Call
811 Before
You Dig
Board
meeting

highlights

Visit 811.com for more information.

HOLIDAY CLOSING: MONDAY, SEPT. 2

A board meeting was not held in June, as the membership
came together for the annual meeting on June 20. The
board met and reorganized at its scheduled meeting
on July 23. Results were not available at the time of
magazine publication.

In observance of the Labor Day holiday in September, KEM Electric
Cooperative will be closed on Monday, Sept. 2. Line crews will be
available for emergencies and power outages by calling 701-254-4666
or 800-472-2673. Please call either of these numbers to log your specific
information with dispatch, and you will receive assistance as quickly
and safely as possible.

KEM ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE INC.
DIRECTORS:
Victor Wald, Chairman .......................................................................Napoleon
Carmen Essig, Vice Chairman ...................................................................Lehr
Carter Vander Wal, Sec.-Treas. ............................................................Pollock
John Beck, Director ..................................................................................Linton
Dean Dewald, Director......................................................................... Dawson
Dean Hummel, Director.......................................................................... Hague
Neil Meidinger, Director ....................................................................... Zeeland
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MANAGEMENT:
Don Franklund .................................Co-GM/CEO
Travis Kupper ...................................Co-GM/CEO

Report outages to the following toll-free number:
800-472-2673
Hazelton, Linton and Strasburg exchanges’ phone
number: 701-254-4666

OFFICE HOURS:
Monday through Friday,
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Website: kemelectric.com / Email address: info@kemelectric.com
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